
WCSQM Student Character Campaign - Student of the Month

Student submission form

Student name: Year group/form: School name:

Instructions to teacher/school
Look through the completed sample form for ideas on how your students can prove any of the characteristics.
You can use copies of the form below or the sample form internally to work through the WCSQM characteristics framework with your students in any

way you like.

However, to nominate for Student of the Month your student only needs to submit ONE characteristic on this form. You complete name etc.

above and submit to info@worldclass-schools.org at any time. Please ensure you have sought full permissions for the information submitted to be

shared publicly by WCSQM.

Because of who we are, what we feel, and how we learn, we are #worldclass.

1. I am…
Relevant qualities and characteristics
Description Evidence
a …a good friend
b… honest
c…caring
d…helpful
e … reliable
f… good at

● listening.
● taking risks
● learning from mistakes, and not giving up
● thinking
● communicating
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● leading
● planning
● problem solving and coming up with solutions .
● working with others and on our own
● coping with change
● imagining the future
● understanding how I feel about things
● understanding how other people feel about things

f… an expert

g… responsible for our global  environment
h…ready for my next steps

i… the best I can be
j… curious
k… hardworking

2. I feel…
a… good about myself Destiny feels good about some of her achievements especially when the adult

praises her. She will often smile or bring her hands together to clap. This has
been especially evident when she has been walking with support as Destiny
will often give a big beaming grin when she has taken steps.

b…confident Destiny has continued to blossom and is now showing a new inner confidence
and determination, which has been a delight to see. She is exhibiting this with
ability to touch new/ unfamiliar objects and materials.

c… positive On almost all occasions Destiny is happy and sociable. Destiny is a very
positive individual, who demonstrates through her facial expressions and body
movements. She is willing to participate in all aspects of school life. On rare
occasions in school, she can become upset, if the nursing team have to adjust
her NG tube, i.e. if new tape is required. Once calm Destiny, will happily rejoin
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the group and the activities. In spite of some intervention from the nursing
team, Destiny is always a very positive individual.

d … a love for learning Destiny loves coming to school and enjoys learning. She is willing to
experience all the different opportunities, she has a growing interest and
engagement in activities and experiences. Destiny is showing greater curiosity
and pleasure with new activities. She will happily observe her friends and
learn from them. For example, clapping their hands and observing them
walking etc.

e….talented There are numerous reasons why we would like to nominate Destiny, as she is
very talented! These include her ability to swim lengths of the pool using a
rubber ring. She is will move continuously in the water for over 25 minutes.
She is taking purposeful steps being supported by the adult. Destiny is able to
reach out and touch different objects and materials, she is able to grasp some
different materials. Destiny has become consistent in tolerating hand massage
for over 15 seconds. Destiny is also beginning to respond to questions by
shaking her head (no) or blinking to signal yes. 

f…. unique Destiny is a unique individual, she has her own talents and skills, which we
celebrate during school. In recent months, she has gone from strength to
strength with her skills. This include…

- Reaching out and pressing a switch which is on a stand, to activate a
piece of technology.

- Reach out and touch a variety of different toys, sensory materials and
objects.

- Taking steps when supported by an adult.
- Selecting her own picture from a choice of two.
- Tolerating a hand massage for 15 seconds on each hand.

g…part of a team Destiny will happily work alongside other children both in a small and larger
group activities. She will look towards her friends and or bottom shuffle
towards them. Destiny will happily observe their actions.
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i… enthusiastic Destiny demonstrates enthusiasm in all aspects of her learning, she exhibits
this in her body movements and facial expression. She will rock and smile in
excitement. Destiny will smile and wiggle in enjoyment of a learning
opportunity, for example exploring the tents and tunnel.

j… excited Destiny is always excited when attending school. When the minibus pulls in,
Destiny will have big beaming grin on her face. She will she will rock in her
chair with excitement. Destiny will demonstrate excitement throughout the
day, during all learning opportunities and experiences. These include exploring
the classroom room on her bottom, going swimming and interacting with
familiar adults. As she will smile in excitement and/ or rock in her chair.

k …proud Destiny responses positively to praise. She will smile in response or claps her
hands. she is exhibiting that she is proud of her activities. For example, when
she is able to bottom shuffle around the classroom, she is able to maneuver
herself around the classroom. When the class team cheer, Destiny will show
pride in facial expression and body movements. She is able to exhibit this
behaviour in a range of situations, both in the classroom and outside
environment.

3. I learn by…
by
a… celebrating
b …being active
c… working  outside
d.. going to places and finding them exciting
e…meeting people from other places
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f…looking  after my school and home
g…helping other people learn
h…being organised.
i…behaving well
j…being a positive role model
k…coming to school regularly
l…researching
m…improving my work
n…having hobbies.
o…reading lots of different things.
p … understand how mathematics, science and technology work in the
real world
q… understanding about business and the world of work
r….how the world

● works
● is changing
● is different in different countries and societies
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